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QUESTION 1

A report author wants to filter a report on two data items, and has decided to use a combined filter rather than two
custom filters. 

Why has the report author decided to use a combined filter? 

A. A report author should always use advanced filters instead of combined filters. 

B. Using two custom filters and one combined filter is exactly the same and either one can be used. 

C. A combined filter would allow to combine the values of two data items and then filter on the combined values. 

D. A combined filter will allow the use of two custom filters joined by either `AND\\', `OR\\', or `NOT\\' operators in
between. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company\\'s marketing report tracks performance of various advertising campaigns. All of the advertising media files
are stored on an internal file server and can be accessed directly in the URI form file://adserver/ adnnnnnn.mov (where
nnnnnn is the same advertisement ID that\\'s used in the marketing performance report). 

How can the report author provide users with a clickable download link for the media file in the report performance list? 

A. Add a Layout Calculation to the list as a new column with expression definition `file://adserver/ad\\' +
[PerformanceQuery].[AdID] + `.mov\\'. 

B. Add a pair of HTML Items to the Ad Name list cell, using a Report Expression that includes `file:// adserver/ad\\' +
[PerformanceQuery].[AdID] + `.mov\\'. 

C. Add a Drill-through definition to the Ad Name list cell, using a Bookmark target with Report Expression of:
`file://adserver/ad\\' + [PerformanceQuery].[AdID] + `.mov\\'. 

D. Insert an Image object into the Ad Name list cell, with URL Source Type set to Report Expression and using
expression: `file://adserver/ad\\' + [PerformanceQuery].[AdID] + `.mov\\'. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A report author wants to display the report name on the report page. 

Which type of calculation should be used? 

A. Field set 

B. Singleton 

C. Query calculation 
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D. Layout calculation 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21340054 

 

QUESTION 4

A report author wants to create an Active Report with a chart that is dynamically rendered in the browser based on user
selections. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. A legacy chart with client side processing. 

B. A legacy chart with server side processing. 

C. A Virtualization with client side processing. 

D. A Virtualization with server side processing. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A report author is using the Quantity fact data item multiple times in a list report. The desired outcome is to prevent
double counting and provide predictable results. 

From which location should the additional Quantity fact data be selected? 

A. Query tab 

B. Source tab 

C. Data Items tab 

D. Page explorer tab 

Correct Answer: C 
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